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3.30pm Registration.
AGM 4.00pm to 6.00pm including awards
1. Welcome and Opening Remarks
2. Apologies for Absence
3. Confirmation of Minutes of 2010 AGM held 28th November 2010
4. Matters Arising from the Minutes
5. Correspondence
6. President’s Report
7. Financial Report
8. Tabling of Appointed Officers Reports
9. Acceptance of Reports
10. Election of President
11. Election of Treasurer
12. Election of Ordinary Members
13. Appointment of Directors for 2012
14. Presentation of Awards
 All nominations must be signed by the Nominee, the Proposer and the Seconder, all of whom
must be current members of Ice Hockey NSW
 Nominees for all positions must be present at the meeting
 Proxy forms are to be received post, email or fax by the NSW IHA Inc. Secretary (IHNSW office) by
5.00pm Thursday, 24th November 2011
 Nominations for vacant positions must be received by post, email or fax by the NSW IHA Inc.
Secretary (IHNSW office) by 5.00pm Friday, 18th November 2011

MINUTES
2010 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Sunday, November 28th 2010
SPORTS HOUSE
President opened the meeting at 4:12pm.
Minutes from AGM held 29th November 2009
Moved Karl Winton, seconded by Kenny Schafer Jnr that Minutes from the 2009 AGM be accepted. Carried.
Matters Arising:
No matters arising from the Minutes from the 2009 AGM.
Official Apologies:
Vicki Stephenson, Don Scurfield, Wayne Hellyer, Norm Walsh, Mark Stephenson and Dorothy McDonald.
President’s Report:
The President, Tim McMahon, read his report for the year. The report was made available for members.
Thank you to all the members of both Committees that have donated their time and efforts to being part of the
Committees.
Lack of ice-time continues to be an issue as it has been for several years, exacerbated by the uncertainties of
allocations at Sydney Ice Arena and Erina Ice World and the demand-and-supply scenario caused by alternate
hockey ventures at both venues. It was far from straight-forward but once again, Emily Willis, Sue Thompson and
Vicki Stephenson managed to produce a successful draw again this season, for which I would like to thank them.
The Association is in a financially positive position again this year and there is no reason to increase registration
fees next year. All State Teams have now assigned IHNSW bank accounts and although it might seem a bit fiddly
for team Managers at first, it means that IHNSW can keep monitor receipts and expenditure and hopefully avoid
any more problems involving team accounts.
IHNSW has recently received confirmation that NSW Sport & Recreation our funding has been approved for the
next three years and that it will be increased by one third. It is understood that such increases are in recognition
of a sport’s sound administrative and corporate governance practices and financial stability.
Although the membership increased only marginally in 2010, it has done so in spite of those leaving to play in
privately operated senior recreational leagues and there were about a dozen more Atoms registered than in 2009.
The Senior B draw concluded without cancellations and officials assigned to all games. I’d like to thank the I’d like
to thank the Senior B Committee members for their continued efforts and
for ensuring the players understand the necessity of a officiating within their own Divisions.
Robyn Ravelje deserves a special mention for her tireless attention to the allocation of officials to the fact that
none went without.
Disciplinary tribunals were minimal although those convened were for more serious matters than in recent years.
Thank you to Paul Sims for his continued efforts in this area.
It was unfortunate and a little disappointing that the Central Coast Rhinos experienced problems during the
season however, as there is a rink at Erina and the interest is there, it is hoped they’ll get their problems sorted
and hockey will be played again in 2011.

The Rhinos, like the Cyclones before them, experienced great difficulties in providing competent officials in 2010
and hockey will never prosper at Erina, until the resident club is able to overcome this issue.
East Coast Super League completed its first season as an Incorporated Association in it’s own right and the
League’s viability and success is expected to be secure. Warwick Griffith, Les Adams, Steve Morgan and Peter
Wong need to be congratulated for their efforts.
IHNSW had a successful National Championship campaign this year, winning Gold in the McKowen, Ginsberg
and McCrae-Williamson and Silver in the Brown, Tange and De Fris. Congratulations to all players and team
officials and thank you to the North Stars Club for hosting a very successful McKowen.
The President finished the report by thanking the Clubs that provided reports for the AGM and also to all the
Committees, Volunteers and Parents who contributed to the sport throughout the year.
Financial Statements:
A financial statement was provided with the AGM report, which was distributed to all members.
Treasurer Keven Ross answered questions on the financial statements. Moved Karl Winton, seconded Sharon
Kelly that the reports be accepted. Carried.
Election of Committee:
Tim McMahon asked that Warwick Griffith and Don Scurfield to step down.
Secretary position: One nomination only. Warwick Griffith nominated by Keven Ross and seconded Steve
Ransome.
Election of four Ordinary Members:
Nominations received:
Vicki Stephenson
Norm Walsh
Steve Ransome
Dawn Watt
Moved Debra Allport, seconded Duncan McGregor, that the nominations be accepted. Carried.
Vice President’s position: Two nominations
Don Scurfield nominated by Tim McMahon and seconded by Vicki Stephenson
George Redmond nominated by Alicia Copeman and seconded Dave Massingham
The President asked each nominee to say a few words on their history in Ice Hockey.
(Note: Don Scurfield was not present at the meeting, Tim McMahon spoke on his behalf)
Paul Sims – IHNSW Tribunal Chairman will act as scrutiniser for the voting. The President has asked that all
present cast their votes in the ballot box at the front of the room.
Paul Sims announces that Don Scurfield has been voted as the Vice-President for the next two years, with 217
votes for Don and 27 votes for George.
Moved Debra Allport, seconded Duncan McGregor, that the vote be accepted. Carried.
The following Officials were appointed on the day after receiving nominations prior to the AGM, or continuing in
their current capacity:
-

Social Justice Officer
Statistician
Coaching Director
Referee Administrator
Dawn Watt
Tribunal Officer
Women’s Coordinator

Dorothy McDonald
Don Stolee
Mark Stephenson
Robyn Ravelje
Development Officer
Paul Sims
TBC

-

Tournament Director
Referee Development

TBC
TBC

Moved Debra Allport, seconded Duncan McGregor that nominations be accepted. Carried.
The President closed the meeting at 4.49pm.
President presented the 2010 PLAYER AWARDS.

2010 IHNSW MVP, HIGHEST POINTS SCORER & BEST GOAKKEEPER AWARDS
PEEWEE
MVP

HPS

BGK

Brendan Kong - Canterbury Eagles

James Marino - Canterbury Eagles

Nicholas Mizen - Canterbury Eagles

BANTAM
Most Valuable Player

HPS

BGK

Casey Kubara - LCC Saints

Yucca Reinecke - Sydney Bears

Harley Quinton-Jones - Newcastle

MIDGET
Most Valuable Player

HPS

BGK

Billy Cliff - Blacktown Flyers

Alec Stephenson - Blacktown Flyers

Rhett Kelly - Blacktown Flyers

WOMEN
Most Valuable Player

HPS

BGK

Rachael White - Penrith Phantoms

Rachael White - Penrith Phantoms

Alexandra Stefan - Central Coast Rhinos

SENIOR 1
Most Valuable Player

HPS

BGK

Mike Matthews - Canterbury Eagles

Ben Bennett - Penrith Phantoms A

Matthew Crawford - LCC Titans

SENIOR 2
Most Valuable Player

HPS

BGK

Devin Knight - Sydney Bears

Devin Knight - Sydney Bears

Robert Bradshaw - Sydney Bears

SENIOR 3
Most Valuable Player

HPS

BGK

Patrik Vachan - Penguins

Slavo Boris - LCC Bishops

Louis Majoie - Sydney Bears

ECSL
Most Valuable Player

HPS

BGK

Joshua O'Neil - Raptors

Shane Southwood - Rhinos

Bohdan Gorman - Heat

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
2011
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
27th NOVEMBER, 2011
Dear Members,
Welcome to the 2011 Annual General Meeting of the NSW Ice Hockey Association Inc.
The Association is in an excellent financial position again this year and 2012 registration fees won’t have to be
changed. The decision to assign all State Teams an Association bank account proved a smart one, with
balancing, player refunds and accounting all undertaken with a minimum of fuss (and cost).
The website continued to attract in excess of one million hits per month for most of the year, as it has done since
its inception and given those sort of statistics, IHNSW should consider soliciting serious advertising sponsorship
in 2012. A Face Book page was also launched this year and is seems to have been very well received.
As is always the case, an ice-time shortage continues make scheduling difficult but once again, Emily and Vicki
Stephenson managed to produce a successful draw and get us through the season with minimal inconvenience.
I’d like to thank them both for their persistence and their patience.
The overall membership has changed very little this year however, there was an increase in younger player
numbers and several Clubs have voiced an interest in pursuing some form of Mite competition in 2012, which is
very encouraging. The privately owned/operated leagues have had very little impact on IHNSW fielding 22 teams
in three senior recreational divisions in the winter and seven teams competing in the summer league.
Once again, there were no cancellations in the Senior B draw and officials were assigned to all games. The
Senior B Committee seems to be working very well and I’d like acknowledge Norm Walsh’s continued efforts in
assisting the Association to provide these players with as fine a league as possible.
Robyn Ravelje again worked tirelessly allocating officials to regular rounds and an increasing number of
Exhibition Games and is definitely owed our gratitude.
Disciplinary tribunals were minimal this year and I’d like to thank Ken Lambert for taking on the Chairman position
when it was suddenly vacated early in the season. Ken has a wealth experience in all aspects of the sport and his
considerable knowledge has ensured the IHNSW Tribunal remains the fairest and most comprehensive ice
hockey disciplinary system in the country.
East Coast Super League continues as an Incorporated Association and affiliated club in its own right and from all
accounts, has had a successful season. Les Adams deserves to be singled out and congratulated for his
continued efforts with this age-group, including his involvement with both IHNSW Brown Teams.

2011 GRADES-TEAMS
ATOM
Saints
Eagles
Flyers
Bears
Norwest
Blackhawks

North Stars
PEE WEE
Saints - Gold
Eagles - Silver
North Stars
Flyers
Barbarians
Gladiators
BANTAM
North Stars - Gold
Eagles - Silver
Saints
Flyers
Bears
MIDGET
Saints - Gold
Bears - Silver
North Stars
Eagles
Emperors
Flyers
Canberra Phoenix
WOMEN
Phantoms - Gold
North Stars - Silver
Eagles
Bears
EAST COAST SUPER LEAGUE
Rebels - Gold
Raptors - Silver
Ice
Heat
Sting
North Stars
SENIOR B Div 1
Phantom A - Gold
Kings - Silver
Eagles
Titans
Bears
Buccaneers
SENIOR B Div 2
Ice Cubes - Gold
Cardinals - Silver
Phantom B
Falcons

Emperors
Angels
United
Penguins
SENIOR B Div 3
Kodiaks - Gold
Emperors - Silver
Greys
Grizzleys
Bishops
Phantom C
Blackhawks
Crusaders
COACHING
Mark Stephenson and Dawn Watt continue to develop and enhance the standard of coaching in NSW and
between them, presented three courses during the year. On behalf of us all, I’d like to thank Dawn and Mark for
the time they continue to invest and their considerable efforts to ensure in IHNSW benefits from the best coaching
possible.
ON-ICE OFFICIALS
The introduction of the new IIHF Official Rule Book meant all officials had to re-accredit prior to the season and to
this end, eight courses were held, split between Sydney and Newcastle.
I’d like to again sincerely thank Keven Ross, Rob Duchemin, Jeffrey Scott, Ivan Manco, Jamie Miller and Kent
Unwin for their continued efforts and Darren Lampard too, for coming on board.

2011 HONOUR ROLL
Congratulations to the following players, on their National and State Team achievements.
2011 AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL SENIOR TEAM - GOLD
Matt Ezzy
Nathan Walker
Andrew Wiite

Scott Stephenson
Tomas Manco
Chris Sekura

Vladan Stransky
Todd Stephenson
Brett Thomas

2011 AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL JUNIOR TEAM
Dan Spina
Lukas Manco
Sam Wooster

Brian Funes
Matt Wetini
Billy Cliff

Jamie Blazavic
Shannon McGregor

2011 AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL YOUTH TEAM
Rhett Kelly
Alec Stephenson

Tyler Kubara
Cameron Todd

Steve Naidovski

2011 AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL WOMENS TEAM - SILVER
Kaylee White
Kath McOnie
Ashleigh Brown
Sami Lai

Rachel White
Melissa Bibby
Sera Dogramaci
Sharna Godfrey

Amelia Matheson
Anna Ruut
Sharnita Crompton

2011 AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL INLINE TEAM
Nick Cleland
Michael Casaceli

Chris Brophy
Luke Fritchley

Gabe Robledo
Michael York

2011 IHNSW JIM BROWN MEMORIAL BLUE TEAM
Shane Barrow
Michael Bradshaw
Robert Byrne
Scott Clemie
Stuart Cole-Clark
Scott Connelly
Adam Kimbley
Martin Kolos
Jason Kvisle
Matt Musumeci
Joshua O'Neil
Joel Rhodes
Luke Read
Brenton Tripp
Lyle Wilson
Kane Spence
2011 IHNSW JIM BROWN MEMORIAL WHITE TEAM
Jan Bejcek
Jason Gibson
Billy Cliff
Mathew Lindsay
Shannon McGregor
Branden Stobbs
Lee Turner
Spencer Austin
Jayson Chalker
Brian Funes
Sean Sonter
Warren Jayawardene
Paul Shumak
Paul Baranzelli
Paul Bond
Allan Becken
David Wardle

2011 IHNSW SYD TANGE TEAM
Alec Stephenson
Cameron Todd
Steven Naidovski
Jesse Garcia
Yucca Reinecke
Scott Clemie
Bryan Costa
Tyler Kubara
Sam Lammert
Saxon Air
Jarrod Smith
Sam Cook
Axel Winton
Ilman Lee
Haydn Sumiran
GOALIES
Rhett Kelly
Dylan Burgess
2011 IHNSW KURT DE FRIS TEAM
Monique Bain
Nicholas Mizen
Michael Pickup
Daniel Pataky
Joshua Hansen
Jackson Knight
James Marino
Dexter Crowe
Lachlan Allport
Cameron Smith
Casey Kubara
Jed Adams-Jones
Alexander Lynch
Jake Knott
Hayden Sheard
Jake Teskie
Riley Major
2011 IHNSW PHIL GINSBERG TEAM
Lachlan Shumak
Nicholas Air
Troy Akhurst
Ethan Bullock
Ellesse Carini
Christiarn Hall
Kenshin Hayashi
Bayley Kubara
Morgan Leck
Oskari Lintulaakso
Liam Manwarring
Branson Moore
Nolan Petit
Thomas Roals
Timothy Rye
Reece Wallace
Alexander Wardlaw
Nicholas Weiland

Noah Adams-Jones
James Downie
2010 IHNSW STATE TEAM COACHES
Jim Brown White - Matt Pease - Silver
Jim Brown Blue - Ashley Marsh
Syd Tange - Jason Kvisle -Silver
Kurt de Fris - Steven Lindsay - Silver
Phil Ginsberg - Dawn Watt & Amelia Matheson - Gold
2010 IHNSW-SCOTT OFFICIATING AWARD
Jeffrey Scott again sponsored the IHNSW Scott Officiating Award for a novice official demonstrating dedication,
effort and perseverance. It comprises a trophy and a $1000 cheque to be used for ice hockey referee equipment
and/or educational training resources. Congratulations to Brentin Azzopardi for his achievements this year and
thanks to Jeffrey, for his continued support of our Officiating program.

2011 IHNSW MVP, HIGHEST POINTS SCORER & BEST GOAKKEEPER AWARDS
Award
MVP
HPS
BGK

PEE WEE
Name
Nick Air
Lachlan Shumak
James Downie

Club
Blacktown Flyers
Canterbury Eagles
Norwest Gladiators

Award
MVP
HPS
BGK

BANTAM
Name
Hayden Sheard
Jake Knott
Nicholas Mizen

Club
Newcastle North Stars
Canterbury Eagles
Canterbury Eagles

Award
MVP
HPS
BGK

MIDGET
Name
Alec Stephenson
Christopher Shephard
Trent Kirkham

Club
Blacktown FLyers
LCC Saints
Canberra Phoenix

Award
MVP
HPS
BGK

WOMEN
Name
Sharna Godfrey
Sharna Godfrey
Alexandra Stefan

Club
Penrith Phantoms
Penrith Phantoms
Penrith Phantoms

ward
MVP
HPS
BGK

SENIOR B DIV 1
Name
Robert Thompson
Michael Loudil
Matthew Crawford

Club
Phantoms A
Canterbury Bucs
Titans

Award
MVP
HPS
BGK

SENIOR B DIV 2
Name
Carl Di Piazza
Marc-Andre Bombardier
Lucas Alexiou

Club
Norwest Emperors
Ice Cubes
Ice Cubes

Award
MVP
HPS
BGK

SENIOR B DIV 3
Name
Scott Cosgrove
Ozair Vicaruddin
Antony Critcher

Club
Sydney Kodiaks
Norwest Greys
Norwest Emperors

Award
MVP
HPS
BGK

EAST COAST SUPER LEAGUE
Name
Luke Read
Jason Gibson
Joshua O’Neil

Club
Raptors
Raptors
Raptors

My Committee involvement has been more than 15 years; Canterbury Delegate, Tribunal Member, VP, President
and IHA Board Member. I’ve never professed to have all the answers and have always acted in the best interests
of the sport, but I believe it’s time to step aside now and although I’m sure others will approach it differently,
change can be a good thing.
Several issues made my job a little controversial than I liked, but each involved selfish individuals intent on taking
much more out of IHNSW than they were prepared to put in and hockey is better without them. Amateur sport
always attracts such people.
IHNSW has become far too complex a business to be run adequately by volunteers alone and an efficient and
capable Executive Officer is the most integral part of the equation. Emily is the consummate administrator and I
wish to acknowledge her friendship and the support she has given the sport during the past six years.
IHNSW has been a huge part of my life for quite while and it’s been fun.
Thank you.
Tim McMahon
President
Ice Hockey NSW
27th November, 2011

REFEREE ADMINISTRATOR REPORT
2011
Once again the record holds ! Not one game cancelled due to lack of officials. A couple of weeks things looked
very grim and I want to thank the Newcastle officials who travelled to Sydney and helped me out.
The season was longer this year and so was harder to encourage officials to make themselves available towards
the end of the season. In saying that I felt the season was very productive in encouraging new officials and there
were a number of new Linesmen and Referees who had plenty of game experience and will come back next year
more confident.
Once again I would like to encourage you all to do the linesmen and referees courses the beginning of next
season. Without officials, the games can’t go ahead!
The senior allocation system seemed to work well. This system let otherwise reluctant officials have a go and
some really enjoyed it. There is still work to be done to improve the way the allocations work but it seemed to
balance out with all designated officials doing their share.
I would also like to thank the non playing officials who helped out this season. There were a few new guys who
were very enthusiastic and hopefully will be back next year.
Robyn Ravelje.

DEVELOPMENT OFFICER REPORT
2011
The 2011 season was another strong year for Atoms aged players. With seven teams in the regular
winter competition, NSW showed that it has the ability to attract young players better than any other
state. The competition was played this year under new “rules”…that is, no individual stats would be
shown on the website. This was done to discourage players running up the score in order to achieve
“highest points”. As per other years, there was no finals series in Atoms, rather there was an Atoms
Round Robin Tournament where all players received a gold medal. Thank you to Liverpool for putting
on the tournament for a second year in a row, including providing t-shirts and lunch to all participants.
With the demise of the John McCrae-Williamson as a National Tournament, the Only Atoms
Tournament became the anticipated event of the season for the Atoms age group. The tournament was
in its 5th year in 2011 and was attended by all clubs as well as ACT and QLD. Congratulations go to the
Emperor’s who were victorious in taking home the shield.
Another development opportunity for Atoms comes in the form of a weekend long camp held in
Newcastle each February. The aim of the camp is to not only provide the players with a chance to
improve their skills, but also for coaches around the state to come together to share ideas and learn

from Level II and Level III coaches who run the camp. It is hoped that 2012 will see a chance to hold
similar camps for Peewees and Bantams who do not get the opportunity to attend the annual IHA
National Development Camps.
The Women’s Director for IHNSW has been working closely with the IHA Women’s Director to provide
development camps for females. One was held, quite successfully, in October at Penrith.
Special thanks must go to Mark Stephenson for his continued efforts in helping the abovementioned
initiatives to run smoothly for the benefit of all.
Dawn Watt

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR REPORT
2011
IHNSW was awarded two National Championships in 2011 – the Kurt De Fris memorial trophy and Phil
Ginsberg memorial Trophy both run at the Newcastle rink HISS. Both tournaments were successful
events with many attendees praising the organisation by IHA, IHNSW and the Newcastle club
volunteers.
PHIL GINSBERG MEMORIAL TROPHY
The Phil Ginsberg memorial trophy this year would have to be the most memorable event for many
years. Along with NSW and Victoria, Western Australia was also well in the hunt for the gold medal
challenging both NSW and VIC through the round robin games. Queensland, ACT and South Australia
also attended showing great improvement at times during the tournament.
Marvellous preparation brought NSW to the tournament with an amazing team spirit and a focus on
sticking to the game plan. This attribute is a compliment to the coaching efforts of Dawn Watt and Mel
Matheson assisted by Dave Shumak and Glen Sheard. Beginning in a controversial warm up with a
tribute by the NSW team to Michael Jackson, the game progressed with Vic and NSW 1 all at the end of
the second period. VIC kicked ahead in the third with two early goals to be 3 to 1 up with 10 minutes left
in the game for gold, leaving many wondering if the warm up was the right start for NSW’s game.
Needing 3 goals to win in 10 minutes against a formidable VIC team could only be achieved in one way
– stick to the game plan! While VIC were spotted high fiving at this point in the game NSW players were
getting advice from Australia’s coach of the year Dawn Watt and Mel. At this point in the game NSW
were disciplined with only a single penalty for interference while VIC recorder 6 penalties for trip, hook
and roughing. NSW staying disciplined and focussed, scored 4 unanswered goals in a row over the next
7 minutes to blast Victoria’s hopes of a gold medal back over the border, NSW winning 5 to 4 as VIC
received a late goal with 6 seconds remaining in the game.
Great coaching, team spirit, skill, focussing on a game plan and sticking to it for 45 minutes saw a most
amazing gold medal game win to NSW.

KURT DE FRIS MEMORIAL TROPHY
The Kurt De Fris memorial trophy was attended by all states with SA and ACT combining to form the
ACT side. Again WA challenged VIC and NSW during the round robin.
The tournament ran well with some interruptions like team management registrations, injuries and lost
bus keys threatening the schedule of the games. Good organisation and support from IHA kept the
tournament on track thanks to Jim Dee – IHA tournament director.
The tournament saw many games played in good spirit during the round robin with minimum penalties in
each, With the onset of the semi finals, the more serious pointy end of the tournament brought out some
more aggressive play with VIC topping 28 PIM against WA in SF2 for a 2 to 1 victory to forward them to
the final against NSW who with discipline ended Queensland’s run with a 10 to 1 win.
Again from the NSW coaching bench of Steven Lindsay, Andrew Reynolds assisted by Anthony Mizen
and Glen Sheard came a disciplined approach to the tournament with only 22 PIM recorded in the
completed tournament. While on discipline, unfortunately a tribunal was required at the end of the final
for a team who saw 109 PIM recorded against them including unsportsman-like conduct of players
attracting a suspension for two players from the VIC team.
The final saw VIC vs NSW in an extremely close encounter as always expected. A single goal is valued
very highly during finals between these rivals and VIC managed to score during the second period
allowing NSW 25 minutes to respond. Although there was great effort to score, NSW could not get the
puck into the back of the VIC net so allowing VIC to take gold this year with a 1 to 0 victory.
In both tournaments the on and off ice officials did a splendid job with tuition from IHA representatives.
The referees need congratulating on their marshalling of the games during the tournaments along with a
very big thank you to all those involved from IHNSW and especially the volunteers from Newcastle who
left no doubt that through great effort NSW can host the best run tournaments anywhere in Australia.
Scott Mitcherson

SPORTS MEDICINE OFFICER
REPORT 2011
2011 was a relatively uneventful year for the sports medical area in IHNSW.
There were a number of significant suspensions (2 to 4 years) in AFL and rugby related to stimulants
that may be inadvertently consumed by players taking supplements without being aware of the
contents.
Methylhexaneamine Related Substances
Methylhexaneamine has many different variants (listed below). This substance may frequently be
referred to as “geranium oil” or “geranium root extract”. There has been a spike in positive test results
as this substance is often added to precompetition conditioning drinks and supplements.

Players should check if using or considering to use any dietary or nutritional supplements. If a product
contains any of the following ingredients on the label, the Player should immediately stop using the
product. A failure to do this may result in an Adverse Analytical Finding being reported for
Methylhexaneamine.
Methylhexaneamine; Methylhexanamine; DMAA (dimethylamylamine); Geranamine; Forthane; Forthan;
Floradrene; 2-hexanamine, 4-methyl-; 2-hexanamine, 4-methyl- (9CI); 4-methyl-2-hexanamine; 1,3dimethylamylamine; 4-Methylhexan-2-amine; 1,3-dimethylpentylamine; 2-amino-4-methylhexane;
Pentylamine, 1, 3-dimethyl-; Geranium oil, Geranium root extract.
Pseudoephedrine
Pseudoephedrine is commonly used in the treatment of colds and allergies but can also have
performance-enhancing effects. Brand names include Sudafed and many others. Caution should be
exercised in using such medications precompetition.
The World Anti-Doping Agency’s (WADA) prescribed threshold is 150 micrograms per
millilitre.
Pseudoephedrine at such a concentration is regarded as an adverse analytical finding which can lead
to an antidoping rule violation and a two-year period of ineligibility, unless the athlete can establish: how
the substance entered their body; and that it was not intended to enhance their performance.
Dr Norman Walsh

SENIOR B DIVISION
REPORT 2011
2011 was an extremely successful year for the IHNSW Senior B competition with team numbers rising to an alltime high of 22, indicating continued growth in interest in recreational hockey in Sydney. Issues with insufficiently
experienced officials and dangerous play were identified .Despite the requirement to re-accredit all referees this
year, there were no cancelled games.
Thanks to Robyn Ravelje for her efforts to coordinate our limited officiating resources across such a large number
of teams. Further efforts will be made in 2012 to improve the capability and availability of officials.
The IHNSW Senior Committee introduced a number of positive changes in 2011:
 A guide for scorekeepers was distributed.


A system of team penalties was introduced to penalise teams (by removing competition points) that
collectively accumulated a large number of penalty minutes, with the objective of reducing dangerous
play.



Referee workshops were arranged and conducted successfully to improve the standard of officiating.



Referee allocation has been rearranged to avoid officials having to referee in their own division as far as
possible.



Referee mentor system created to allow experienced referees a more formal role in assisting novice
referees.

WOMENS COORDINATOR
REPORT 2011
The first year holding a general IHNSW position will always have a learning curve, for some shallow, and for
some steep. Fortunately mine wasn’t too steep thanks to guidance from Emily and the committee, plus help from
club representatives. Additionally, being NSW representative on Ice Hockey Australia Womens Council gave an
insight into IHA’s development program and the progress being made in womens hockey around the country.
Womens Comp in NSW for 2011
2011 saw over 80 registered players across all clubs affiliated with NSW, with the youngest atom, at 4 years of
age right up to ladies in their late 50‘s. Many of the more experienced players chose to play in the senior
competition as well as their home club’s womens team, and while not all eligible players played in the Womens
division, it was good to see that their was a place for them either at their home club, or elsewhere, playing senior
non-contact hockey.
4 Womens’ teams entered the IHNSW winter season, Canterbury Eagles, Newcastle North Stars, Penrith
Phantoms and Sydney Bears
With 4 teams the final series was reduced to 2 games. Penrith Phantoms finishing on top of the ladder had an
automatic grand final appearance, so it was up to a single semi final clash between Newcastle North Stars and
Canterbury Eagles to decide who would met them. Newcastle were victorious in a close 2-1 game.
The grand final played at Penrith Ice Palace was worthy of the deciding game of the season. Both teams played
hard but fair, with the Penrith Phantoms going into the final period with a 4-1 advantage. Newcastle fought hard in
the third scoring the only goal for the period, leaving Penrith the champions for 2011. Well done to all teams and
players for this season past.
Womens Development in 2011
14 players attended a womens only development weekend held at Penrith Ice Palace on the 8th & 9th of October.
The lucky attendees received 5 expert coaching sessions lead by Scott Stephenson, Melissa Rulli and Sandy
Cameron, assisted by Kaylee White, Dawn Watt and Kevin Smith. Each session focused on specific skills
development, finishing with some fun activities. The 2 goalies were treated to 4 hours of personalised on ice
coaching from Alan Becken, assisted by Ashleigh Brown and Sera Dogramaci.
Sandy held a theory class, studying terminology and team plan techniques, while everyone watched olympic level
ice hockey games. Alan Tan gave a 1 hr fitness session each day, focusing on warm up, cool down, core fitness
and flexibility. Matt Pease attended on the Sunday and gave an informative equipment information session,
answering many questions from the girls on equipment misinformation.
Special thanks go to Rocky Padjen for his guidance in preparing this event and his liaison with coaches and
program preparation.
Another camp is planned for February prior to 2012 season.

A Women's Friendly Tournament including development sessions was held in Coff's Harbour on July 1st-3rd. 26
Players from around the country attended and enjoyed a fun weekend of hockey with new friendships being
made.
AWIHL
This summer’s AWIHL season sees the Sydney Sirens move to Newcastle and are now known as the North Star
Sirens, with all home games played at Hunter Ice Skating Stadium.
Womens Select Team to Iceland
Sandy Cameron has been named head coach of the 2012 National Womens Select team to travel to Iceland for
training, a series of exhibition games at Akureyri against rep teams and the Icelandic National Team in Reykjavik.
Several NSW based players have been selected for the team.
Anthony Hall

BLACKTOWN FLYERS ICE HOCKEY CLUB
REPORT 2011
2011 was a bit of a mixed year, but overall another successful year for Blacktown Flyers Ice Hockey Club.
Member numbers were slightly lower than previous years however the club fielded 4 competitive teams in the
junior competition.
Our Atoms never fail to impress as they have all come so far in their development. I am constantly amazed by the
skills of some of these kids, and the passion and dedication they have for the sport. They achieved their best
results so far at this year’s annual Atoms only tournament and having these players as the future of our club is
very exciting. Sincere thanks to Dave Costa and Sue Moncrieff for coaching and managing the team, and to
Dave’s dedicated “support crew”.
Due to low numbers our Peewee team was joined by players from Sydney Bears. All players bonded well on the
ice and although it was sometimes difficult to have all players at training, the team had some impressive results.
Special thanks to our “Rookie” coach Nick Vetala for all the time and effort he put into coaching. Also thanks to
Duncan McGregor for managing the team and assisting Nick.
A fantastic effort from our Bantam’s team to make the play off’s. Once again low team numbers meant that all
players were required to commit to 100% for each and every game, and they did not disappoint, with some
impressive results throughout the year. Thanks to Sandy Cameron who coached the team for a second year, and
thanks to Leisa Lawton for all her efforts in managing the team.
2011 saw Blacktown Flyers field the smallest midget team in quite a few years. The team went into the season
with a goal to make the play off’s. Unfortunately, due to injuries and suspensions the road to the play off’s was not
always easy. However to their credit they made the play off’s and although they lost their semi final, each and
every player left nothing behind in their efforts. Thanks to Coach Mark Stephenson for all your hard work,
dedication and determination, and to Paul Kelly for managing the team. To our midgets who will now go on to
East Coast, Seniors or AIHL we would like to thank you for your loyalty over the years, some of you have never
played for any other club and it will be very sad not to see your smiling faces each week. We wish you all the very
best of luck!!
To our dedicated coaches and managers, as we all know it is definitely not the easiest job in the world. However,
you continue to give up your time each week and we thank you all very much for your dedication. Also to our
players who help out the coaches and younger players at training each week, thank you for giving up your time to
help out.
Congratulations to all players who were selected in state teams this year, there were mixed results across the
board however Blacktown Flyers was very well represented in each grade and you all did your club very proud.
We have also had some of our players selected in National Teams, congratulations to you all and I hope you all
enjoy the experiences of international competition. To our small but very dedicated committee, thank you all very
much for your hard work and dedication.
We would also like to thank the management of SIA for their support over the last 3 seasons.
We now look forward to 2012; Flyers are excited to announce that our home ice for season 2012 and beyond will
be Penrith Ice Rink. We would like to thank the management of Penrith Ice Rink for their enthusiasm in
welcoming Blacktown Flyers Ice Hockey Club. We look forward to building a strong relationship with the ice rink
and within the Penrith community.
We look forward to another successful season in 2012. Sharon Kelly

CANTERBURY EAGLES ICE HOCKEY CLUB
AGM REPORT 2011
The Canterbury Eagles Ice Hockey Club has enjoyed another successful year and remains one of the largest
clubs in the country. There is increasing demand for membership in both the junior and senior ranks which is a
credit to the coaches and other volunteers that give so much time and energy into developing players and the
sport.
This year there was enough demand in the Atoms division to enter a second team in the competition. Both the
Blackhawks and Eagles teams had a mix of new and experienced players and finished up equal 3rd on the ladder
at the end of the season. At "Atoms Only" Tournament held at Newcastle, Canterbury sent out a combined
Eagles and Blackhawk team and came home with Silver Medal. Special thanks to Scott Wardlaw and Ho Lee for
their dedication and passion in coaching these teams. Furthermore, Danny Soo and Vlad Rubes deserve
recognition for their support on and off the ice in developing this future generation of players.
Canterbury 2011 Pee Wee Team supported by Coach Don Scurfield, Assistant Coach Ho Lee and Manager
Laurena Moore completed this season as well disciplined and talented team. I stress the last word team for these
young people truly developed into a team supporting one another both on and off the bench. Goals for this team
consisted of development of passing game, development of hockey sense, development of team play, have fun
and win a title. The team achieved all except the last one though every player was proud of their 2nd place medal
and respected the Liverpool team who played better on the day. With all that said we are proud of all and
conclude they had a great season of hockey.
The 2011 Bantams season was a great success. All players worked hard on the common season theme of
personal development as well team goals. Every player within the team made improvement in their own game
play which in turn resulted in developing the team to win the State Championship! They were also successful in
the result of having 6 of our players represent the state as well as 2 players take out top honours in highest points
and best goalie. Special thanks to head coach Andrew Reynolds for his dedication and professionalism this
season. Andrew was supported on the ice and on the bench by Kane Spence Sera Dogramaci and Dave
Shumak.
The Canterbury Eagles Midget team started of the season with a lot to look forward to with both new leadership
and a new goalie. They got off to a good start with a number of strong wins early on, however, as the season
progresses the team was hit with some difficulties in terms of illness and injuries. It was pleasing to see passion
and improved performance towards the end of the competition. This has undoubtedly been a strong building
season for coming years. Special thanks to Matthew Musumeci for his commitment to developing these young
players in his role as head coach.
The Heaton Cup competition, hosted by the Canterbury Eagles, was as successful as always with teams from
seven clubs in NSW and the ACT meeting for the annual event that fosters the spirit of community, friendship and
sportsmanship. The Heaton Cup is also a source of additional fund raising which enables the club to reinvest in
infrastructure and programs that will benefit members and the broader hockey community.
The Eagles would like to thank Canterbury Olympic Ice Rink – not only for facilitating The Heaton Cup but also
their ongoing and continued support of the club and the sport. Special thanks to Wayne Disbery, the rink
manager, who not only continued to supply a full hour of ice for each of the junior divisions, but generously added
an hour of prime time on Sunday mornings to launch the Mites program.
This year it was exciting to see the Mites program getting off the ground with significant contributions from Scott
Wardlaw, Danny Soo and Vlad Rubes. The program is designed to introduce children under the age of eight to

the fundamentals of hockey in a fun, game based format. Canterbury Eagles are the first Sydney club to adopt
the program and hope it strengthens an already thriving junior program.
Canterbury is again running two Summer Competitions this year which are both well under way. Special mention
must go to Vilem Kunzl, Norm Walsh, Scott Wardlaw and Ho Lee for their tireless efforts and commitment to
organising these very successful competitions.
The 2011 committee consisted of Peter Barraclough as President, Ho Lee as Vice President, Deb Marino as
Treasurer and Scott Wardlaw as Secretary.
The committee would also like to acknowledge and thank the Executive of IHNSW for their efforts and support of
our club and the sport.
Peter Barraclough

LCC SAINTS ICE HOCKEY CLUB
AGM REPORT 2011
2011 proved to be our best year ever. We have come a long way in a short space of time. 2011, sees us with 2
out of 5 senior teams in the semis & one finishing second in the Grand Final, but importantly our future is secure
as all junior teams made the semis & 2 out of the 4 are now 2011 N.S.W. Premiers.
We couldn’t make the numbers for a womens team, so created a new senior team, & hopefully incorporated
most of them into the seniors, We lost a few players throughout the grades, but gained many more.
Many many thanks, to our sponsors, the Liverpool Catholic Club & Sporting Complex.
Our skill level increases every year as indicated by our players chosen for Representative Honours. This year we
have record numbers chosen to represent THE SAINTS AT HIGHER LEVELS
One of our Junior teams started with only 5 players & looked like struggling to make a team, not only did they
make a team but they won the N.S.W. competition & 8 of them made the N.S.W. team winning the Australian
GOLD MEDAL & 7 made the The Ice Crocs team to play in The World Friendship Peewee Tournament in the
USA.
Australia will in fact be hosting it here in N.S.W. with THE SAINTS keen to be an integral part of the Tournament.
In the 5 or so years I have been here we had 2 players ( now Midgets ) selected in 2007 to go to New Zealand. 2
players in 2009 to go to Japan & this year we had 7 players go to the U.S.A. with our players starring in every
game of the Tournament.
Two of our MIDGETS, not only played in our gold medal winning team but were also selected for the Tange team
& ALSO THIS YEAR WERE SELECTED TO PLAY FOR THE AUSTRALIAN YOUTH TEAM IN CHINA, where
we again brought home the GOLD as Australia went through undefeated & now go next year to SERBIA for the
next quest in AUSTRALIA’S recognition in the WORLD OF ICE HOCKEY.
No sheep stations were won or lost on any games as far as I know, so all in all, we survive another year &
continue our climb up the championship ladder.
Our Club has perpetual Trophies & each year it is harder to decide, how to choose & select the winner This Year
The Senior Goalie again topped his league in the state for saves & the stats prove he is not only the SAINTS
goalie of the Year but the N.S.W. goalie of the year. Our junior players continue to improve & earn respect
amongst their peers.
2011 sees me yet again a proud President, with another year left in me, but it is more & more a token role,
because if not for the tireless efforts of the committee, as we all know, there would be no club. The committee this
year put up with & handled things more so, than ever before. Never, have I seen, so much, thrown at so few, for
so long, & they still continue strongly & want to do it all again. Dedicated, seems so poor a word to describe their
efforts & I for one, am forever grateful THE HOURS these people put in is just amazing & as you know all for
FREE.
I would like to take this chance to personally thank our Committee
Vice President : Tyrone Sables
Secretary: Patrick Carini
Treasurer : Joe Mayer
Coaching Director : Mick Lynch
Events Co-ordinator : Annette Sables

Seniors Delegate : Mick Sokolsky
Next year we are looking for more ice time for training & hosting home games and are interested in State National
Junior Training Squads being formed early & training from January through to the National Titles at our ice.
New for 2012, we are awaiting confirmation of 2 Coaches coming from North America to spend one, maybe more,
seasons with us. One has played NHL with the Boston Bruins & will be with the SAINTS for 2012 & hopefully
many more years to come. Coupled with the return of one of our favourite Canadians, Bill Nutter, who also is
bringing out a NHL coach, for a month or so early in the year. Two dedicated, professional, Ice Hockey Coaches
for the SAINTS living here playing & enjoying hockey & life with us in Australia.
Medals or not, Liverpool SAINTS are now and will remain an integral part of Ice hockey in N.S.W. & Australia.
THANKYOU
Chris Kubara

NEWCASTLE NORTHSTARS
2011 REPORT
The 2010/2011 year has been a growth year for the Newcastle club.
Summer in-house competitions were restructured to form two stronger open leagues from three, Open A and
Open B. Inner club teams were formed to remain same year after year to create longevity of team camaraderie
into the future. Junior leagues run similar to the year prior with the introduction of an Under 11 group. Juniors now
can be taught and play the game from as young as 5 years through to 17 as juniors in 4 leagues. Our now well
frequented finals day run at the end of February was again a great success and showed the Newcastle
NorthStars Ice Hockey club with a healthy enjoyable in house competition.
The Winter rep season this year saw the club field teams in all grades including PeeWees that were absent last
year, and a second ECSL team – Newcastle Vipers. Our teams performed well with most teams being involved in
the final series in their respective leagues with Women’s and Bantams achieving silver medals.
Again during the winter representative season we had an in house season running to ensure the development of
players coming out of the rink development program can progress to competition promptly. All of the above
creates much work for the committee and other volunteers alike. We are blessed with a great many volunteers
other than the hard working committee that will support the club as and when required. Team leadership of the
open teams has been successful in allowing these leagues to run with less committee assistance by those who
run and play in these leagues.
The winter in house season involved the close association of HISS rink management, AIHL NorthStars players
and the club in the form of training sessions and hockey schools. This year again saw the involvement of some
AIHL imports and local talent and the use of our development budgets to ensure we can provide further
development opportunity especially in the goal tending position.
The Newcastle Northstars community is proud of all players and coaches who represented themselves, their
families, our club and our state and country with pride and good sportsmanship.
At IHNSW the Newcastle Northstars Ice Hockey club continues to provide support and strength to the NSW
competition and as a convenor of many tournaments including OIHAN, Women’s world championships, Ginsburg
and De Fris national tournaments. The close and positive relationship between our club, the Rink ownership and
IHNSW, ensure that we are truly capable running professional tournaments appreciated by many from around the
country.
The club website was established with much information available to the members to assist offloading of many
tasks from committee members. Interesting stories along with current event information and In-House team
statistics are regularly updated for interested members to view. The website is also actively used by many
members for group forums and by coaches to keep information flowing to team members.
Through good management in the past number of years the NNSIHC has managed to minimise the costs of the
game while maintaining a secure financial balance sheet.
Again this year we have been blessed with the greatest calibre of coaching staff available in the country including
IHA coach of the year.
The 2011 NNSIHC AGM marked the end to my first year as president of the club. The NNSIHC achieved a
number of its goals for the year and has set a number of new goals for the coming year to take the club forward in
2011/2012.
Scott Mitcherson

ICE HOCKEY CLUB INC.
SEASON 2011 REPORT
Season 2011 proved to be another good year for Penrith, with our men’s A grade teams after a slow
start to their season made the grand final appearance. Our Womens’ team added another title to their
resume with a great Grand Final win.
Our men’s B grade team started their season with some good wins, but failed to make the playoffs.
Penrith C grade after a slow start to their season played their best hockey in the last two months of the
season making it through the quarter finals into the semi-finals pushing hard against 1st place, but were
unsuccessful.
As in other years it provide difficult to encourage children and teenagers into ice hockey in the Penrith
area, even after being involved in a sports recruitment day along with other sporting Clubs in the area.
The Club finishes the year 2011 with a healty financial position due to a lot of hard work from Rob Gray,
the Club Secretary and the rest of the Club Committee.
Chris Bell

THE SYDNEY BEARS ICE HOCKEY CLUB INC
2011 REPORT
2011 was another successful year for the Sydney Bears.
Some of the notable achievements include:• We ran teams in all IHNSW age divisions except Peewee although we shared a team in the
Peewee division with the Flyers (our special ‘Flying Bears’). All teams performed extremely well
with Midgets and Kodiaks making the Grand Finals and Kodiaks winning Division 3. The Atoms
made huge improvements throughout the season winning Bronze at the Liverpool Round Robin.
Not to diminish the achievements of the other teams with player improvement across the board.
•

Our Hockey Development League (d-league) has retained strong numbers throughout 2011. We
are hoping to strengthen the number of players in our junior teams by syphoning d-leaguers
through to the teams.

•

The Club has finished the year in a strong financial position which will enable some
repairs/maintenance etc to be carried out during the off-season.

Moving forward in to the 2012 season, Sydney Bears has a reinvigorated Committee with a new
President, Ryan Herbert, plus Glen Christie and Robert …. Have joined the returning members of Laura
Morris, Joanne Sonter, Nick Boulton and Craig Air. Together they will be working on:o Player development.
o Coaching development - building on the Club's coach mentoring program and encouraging as
many members as possible to attend the Level 1 Coaching Clinic; and
o Fostering the family culture and inclusiveness that Sydney Bears is widely recognised for.
Cathy Woodward

THE NORWEST EMPERORS ICE HOCKEY CLUB INC
2011 REPORT
A special thanks goes out to the committee and all those club members who work hard to ensure the season runs
smoothly and for making everyone feel welcome to our sport. I would like to thank those people who worked very
hard to make our Trivia night a huge success. This event leaves the club finances in a healthy position and able
to invest in building a stronger club into the future. We also owe a huge thanks to our outstanding team of
coaches who enthusiastically and with great commitment took on the challenge of coaching.
For a second year in a row Emperors Atoms performed at the highest level at the Newcastle Only Atoms
tournament in July. After sending a team each year since the club was formed, this year, with a memorable team
performance, our Atoms succeeded in winning the gold medal. Congratulations to all those involved, and a huge
thanks to our Atoms coach, David Burton for a truly memorable experience for all the players.
Junior team performances were mixed this year. Despite the competitive challenges the vast majority of players
showed major skill improvements and there several outstanding performances throughout the year. All coaches
remarked on the increased skill and commitment of their players throughout the season, resulting in improved
results in the latter half of the season. We all look forward to watching the players grow as individuals and as a
team and to increased success in future years.
This year all three senior teams performed consistently well with a first, second and third place on the ladder at
the end of the regular season. This didn't quite translate to playoff glory, but a great achievement, particularly for
the Emperors Div3 team who only narrowly lost the grand final.
Congratulations to James Downie who played Atoms and Peewees this year and was the leading Peewee
goalkeeper with a 83% of shots saved. Congratulations to Ozair Vicaruddin for being the top point scorer in div 3,
with 36 points from 19 games narrowly defeating Daniel Collins on 34 points. Carl Di Piazza was awarded the
MVP for Div 2 in a great achievement and finished second in the Div 2 point score.
Congratulations to the Emperors who were selected in representative teams:
James Downie was selected in the NSW team that won the gold medal at the Phil Ginsberg Tournament played
in Newcastle in August.
Dylan Burgess was selected in the NSW team that won the silver medal at the Syd Tange Tournament played in
Perth in July.
Fiona Moon has been selected in the National Selects team to tour Iceland in January 2012.
This year, at the end of our first five years as a club we recognised 13 players who have played every year the
club has existed. We look forward to 2012, and our 6th year of competition, when we will continue to see the
results of the hard work by the players and their coaches. I’m sure we will see more great performances on the
ice and more Emperors earning places on representative teams.
Steve Ransome

ECSL WINTER SEASON
2011 REPORT
Well another year ended for E.C.S.L. with excellent results. Our tryouts at the start of the year were
fantastic with about 60 players attending, Including 6 goalies looking for positions.
Under the guidance of the new committee two new teams were included into our comp the Reach
Rebels and Northstars second team the Vipers.
Our comp this year was up and down with teams beating each other on a regular basis, which shows
how balanced the teams were.
E.C.S.L. has a new committee this year that comprises of the normal president vice president sec/treas
but included this year also representative players from each team as a spokesman his respective
team that give the players a voice on the committee.
E.C.S.L. will be moving forward into next year with a lot of new changes that will improve our league.
Next year we will have a new web site currently being designed by (Jason Kvisle) will be running before
our year starts plus merchandise for sale and sponsorship packages.
Last but not least I would like to say thanks to all the coaches managers & volunteers for such a great
effort this year making E.C.S.L. an enjoyable league to be involved with and to the players for there
huge effort this year as well hope to see you all next year.
Les Adams

